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Bilateral Meetings

Tuesday 15:00 - 18:00

Description
Hotel Hills 5*, Congress & Thermal Spa Resort Sarajevo is a new five star Hotel that has attractive location in the
center of the green oasis of Sarajevo and within 2 km from the International Airport Sarajevo. Hotel Hills Sarajevo is a
part of a Mrkulic group, the biggest hospitality group in Bosnia and Herzegovina, owner of the Hollywood hotel Sarajevo
4*, Termalna Riviera and Hollywood travel as well. Hotel includes 330 sophisticated comfort and luxurious rooms and
suites, all with spacious balconies, chosen details, multi-purpose Congress center with modern conference technology,
wellness & fitness center, Thermal spa’s, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, Adrenalin park for children and adults on
impressive 2200 square meters, Wedding halls, couple of restaurants with international and national cuisine. Congress
and venue center of Hotel Hills, Thermal & Spa Resort Sarajevo is a Multi-purpose Congress center with modern
conference technology. Capacity of largest Conference hall is 4000 seats. Other congress halls are capacity of 180, 150,
and 100 seats. All halls arre equiped with new necessary conference equipment and commentary positions. The biggest
advantage of those conference rooms is possibility of partition into smaller or larger rooms. Reception hall for
Conference participants spreads over 500 m2. Wellness, spa & fitness center are available for hotel guests free of
charge. Guests are able to use fitness, indoor and out door pools and 12 other amenities such as hammam, nigara
shower, kambala, Roman sauna, tepidarium, massage trail, cold room, salon room, ice tea, Finnish sauna, bio sauna,
infrared sauna). Most attractive space at hotel Hills is restaurant at Hotel rooftop are reserved for special occasions
such as cocktails, weddings, promotion party, opening ceremonies and more. Beautiful view and surround is something
you would remember. Premium accommodation and conference venue with 15 rooms, a professional service with a hint
of personality and a wide range of facilities are what Hotel Hills, Thermal & Spa Resort Sarajevo is to guarantee.
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